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Lieb’s theorem in the Hubbard model
Design of magnetic molecules by π-topology
Professor Naoshi Suzuki & Associate Professor Koichi Kusakabe
Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University
π-topology of magnetic molecules
The Longuet-Higgins rule
parameta ortho
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S=0S=1
N-2T = 2 N-2T = 0
N: number of carbon atoms T: number of double bonds
Valence-bonds in magnetic molecules
The Ovchinnikov rule
parameta ortho
MQDM
S=|n*-n|/2=1 S=|n*-n|/2=0
n*: number of stared carbon atoms
n : number of un-stared carbon atoms
The Longuet-Higgins rule ? Hubbard model with U?0
The Ovchinnikov rule       ? Hubbard model with U??
Magnetism in graphitic systems
MQDM
TME
• Bulk: diamagnetic semi-metal
• Aromatic molecule: molecular 
magnets
• Nanometer scale: 
ferrimagnetism
Spontaneous magnetic
moments in p-conjugated
systems
Flat band
(Partial)
Flat band
(Partial)
These structures are antiferromagnetic, since |NA-NB|=0. 
The boundary condition is a key to find an intrinsic nature of the 
honeycomb network, which gives 2D Dirac fermions.
Nanographite ribbons and π-bands
Zigzag edge Klein’s edge
From π-topology to the flatband
π-topology of magnetic nanographite
Klein’s edge The zigzagedge
(c)(b)(a)
A molecular
magnet
|NA-NB|>0 FerromagneticFull flat band
K.K. and Y. Takagi for the Hubbard model (2001).
Magnetism by a short range interaction U
π-electron system  is described by the tight-binding 
model.
Short range interaction (U) is introduced.
For a half-filled lattice with |NA-NB|>0, GS is spin 
polarized with S=|NA-NB|/2, where NA, NB are numbers 
of sublattice sites.
: The Lieb theorem (1989).
Ferrimagnetic order has been proven, too, by Shen-
Qiu-Tian (1994).
Mechanism of magnetism in nanographite
• Graphite network mediates both anti-ferromagnetic coupling 
and ferromagnetic coupling between two edge magnetization.
AF AF
|NA-NB|=0 |NA-NB|=0
Ferromagnetic
|NA-NB|>0
We have determined atomic configuration!
Fujita’s edge and  Klein’s edge
Zigzag edges: Fujita’s edge when magnetic.
Magnetic
Klein’s edges:
Magnetic
Not Klein’s edge Magnetic Non MagneticNon Magnetic
A hydrogenated graphene ribbon
Carbon atoms at a zigzag edge are terminated by two hydrogen atoms.
spin-polarized flat bandA unit cell contains
2n-carbon atoms and
3 hydrogen atoms.
eV5.0_ =∆ splitspin eV2.0=∆Gap
A hydrogenated graphene ribbon
Magnetic Carbon!
Spin density
1. Ferrimagnetic
2. All carbon atoms are spin polarized.
3. Hydrogen atoms at the di-hydrogenated edge 
are also polarized.
K.K. & Maruyama, PRB 67 (2003) 092406.
The electronic band-
structure calculation
An effective many-
body model
(The Hubbard model)
Magnets
Magnetic nanotube
• Bare edge + Mono-hydrogenated
Spin-moment only at the bare edge
(Park et al.)
• Mono + Mono
Depending on the diameter
(Okada & Oshiyama)
• Mono + Di-hydrogenated
Spin-moment on almost all carbons
Spin moment ? diameter
(K.K. & Maruyama)
By Higuchi et al.
Planer structures v.s. curved structures
Magnetic nanographite (a wire)
Magnetic graphite-diamond hybrid
structure (a wire)
Magnetic nanotube
(a quantum dot)
S>0, however,
S=|NA-NB|/2 does not hold.S=|NA-NB|/2 is satisfied.
For highly spin-polarized electron source, planer structures (or thick tubes) are better.
A stable graphite-diamond hybrid structure
A unit cell of
the structre C
(indicated by
solid lines)
Hydrogen
terminated
Graphene
structure
• k-points on (6,6,1) mesh
• Structures are optimized.
• Graphene structures on 8-carbon layers in a (3?2) unit cell.
S=1 (per unit cell). The moment of 1µB per each edge carbon atom.
Spins exist only on graphitic structure.
Symmetric dimers are created.
Spin density (blue isosurfaces)
in the structure C
Band structure of the structure C
• Electronic band structure for the 
structure C has a surface π-band 
due to the graphene ribbon.
• The band (folded in the right 
figure due to a doubled unit cell)  
near EF is strongly spin polarized. 
This nearly flat band consists of 
edge states.
• The band gap is ?240 meV.
• EF may be shifted by applied gate 
voltage or by electron (or hole) 
doping.
Electronic band structure of the graphite-
diamond hybrid structure on a diamond
(100) surface (the structure C).
Half-metallic nano wires
may be created using the
graphite-diamond hybrid.
Shen’s theorem for the ferrimagnetism
is applicable, if the π system of the 
ribbon is described by the Hubbard model.
Magnetic nanotubes
• Okada-Oshiyama’s tube: MHZ+MHZ
• Kusababe-Maruyama’s tube: MHZ+DHZ, DHZ+DHZ
Magnetization does not follow the rule of S=|NA-NB|/2
MHZ: Mono-hydrogenated zigzag-edge
DHZ: Di-hydrogenated zigzag-edge
S=2 S=3/2 S=1
By Okada-Oshiyama. By Higuchi et al.
